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IN THE

SUPREME COURT OF CALIFORNIA

GIL N. MILEIKOWSKY, M.D.,

Plaintiff and Appellant,

vs.

WEST HILLS HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER and MEDICAL

ST AFF OF WEST HILLS MEDICAL CENTER et al.,

Defendants and Respondents.

PETITION FOR REVIEW

ISSUE PRESENTED

Does the hearing officer presiding over a medical peer

review proceeding under Business and Professions Code

sections 809 et seq. have authority to terminate the

proceeding for party miscond ud, in this case the viola tion

of the hearing officer's discovery orders?

There is an express split of authority in the published Court of

Appeal decisions addressing this issue.
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INTRODUCTION: WHY REVIEW SHOULD BE GRANTED

In this case, review is necessary both "to secure uniformity of

decision" and "to settle an important question of law." (Cal. Rules of

Court, rule 8.500(b)(1).) The Court of Appeal's published opinion here

creates a conflict regarding whether the hearing officer in a hospital

peer review proceeding can terminate the hearing for participant

abuses, in this case the participant's repeated failure to comply with

the officer's discovery orders.

Before the Court of Appeal's decision here, the law was clear

that the hearing officer does have authority to terminate a hearing for

participant misconduct. InMileikowskyv. Tenet Healthsystem (2005)128

Cal.AppAth 531 (Tenet Healthsystem), a case involving the same

physician-plaintiff as here, the Court of Appeal held that, "[i]n order

to ensure that the [medical peer review] hearings mandated by the

Business and Professions Code proceed in an orderly fashion, hearing

officers must have the power to control the parties and prevent

deliberately disruptive and delaying tactics. The power to dismiss an

action and terminate the proceedings is an important tool that should

not be denied them." (Id. at p. 561.)

However, the Court of Appeal in this case held that it must

"respectfully part company with the court in Tenet Healthsystem on the

question whether the hearing officer, acting on his or her own
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authority, can terminate a [hospital peer review] hearing .... "

(Mileikowsky v. West Hills Hasp. Medical Center (2007)154Cal.App.4th

752, 772 (West Hills HMC).)

The issue about which the Courts of Appeal disagree is an

important one. The proper conduct of peer review proceedings

presents a significant public issue. As this court has explained, "peer

review of physicians ... serves an important public interest. Hospital

peer review, in the words of the Legislature, 'is essential to preserving

the highest standards of medical practice' throughout California."

(Kibler v. North Inyo County Local Hasp. Dist. (2006)39 Ca1.4th192,199,

quoting Bus. & Prof. Code, § 809, subd. (a)(3); see Kibler, at p. 200

["peer review procedure plays a significant role in protecting the

public against incompetent, impaired, or negligent physicians"]; Arnett

v. Dal Cielo (1996) 14 Ca1.4th 4, 10-12.) And the Legislature has

expressly stated its goals to protect the public from "those healing arts

practitioners who provide substandard care or who engage in

professional misconduct" and to afford that protection through a

"peer review of professional health care services [that is] done

efficiently .... " (Bus. & Prof. Code, §809, subd. (a)(6) & (a)(7).)

This petition thus presents the important legal question of how

a presiding hearing officer can respond to a party's refusal to comply

with the officer's orders, in this case orders that Dr. Mileikowsky

produce to the West Hills Medical Staff certain documents material to

the peer review. Is the hearing officer authorized to ensure that peer

review proceedings are conducted fairly and expeditiously and to
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terminate the hearing to prevent participant misconduct from

rendering the hearing unfair and ineffective, as the court held in Tenet

Healthsystem, supra, 128 Cal.App.4th at pages 560-561, or is the officer's

only avenue of recourse for such participant misconduct "a

continuance of the hearing," as the Court of Appeal held here (see West

Hills HMC, supra, 154 Cal.App.4th at p. 767)?

The issue is a recurring one, too. Dr. Mileikowsky's discovery

abuses in various peer review proceedings have already generated the

conflicting appellate decisions discussed above. More recently,

another Court of Appeal decided a related issue, holding that a health

plan could not unilaterally terminate a peer review hearing based on

the physician's discovery abusesY (Lee v. Blue Shield of California (Sept.

7,2007, B190441) _ Cal.App.4th _ [2007 WL 2570446, at p. *3, fn. 3].)

This court should grant review and reverse the Court of Appeal's

judgment, approving instead the contrary decision in Tenet

Healthsystem. Otherwise, if the hearing officer's only remedy is to

continue the proceedings, physicians - whose hospital staff privileges

normally remain in effect during peer review proceedings-will have

an incentive to disregard discovery orders and engage in other

misconduct that derails the hearing process. In that circumstance, the

11 Although the issue in Lee was not whether a hearing officer was
authorized to terminate peer review proceedings based on a
participant's discovery abuses (Lee v. Blue Shield of California, supra, _

Cal.App.4th _ [2007 WL 2570446, at p. *3,fn. 3]), the case presents, in
another con text, the critical issue tha t this court needs to resolve - how

participant abuse of the peer review hearing process can be redressed.
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physician would retain exercisable privileges, which might otherwise

be lost if the hearing proceeded to its conclusion, for as long as the

hearing is continued. Allowing a party to drag out peer review

proceedings by forcing the officer to order continuances based on that

party's own failure to comply with discovery orders thwarts the

Legislature's goal of having efficiently run peer review proceedings

that effectively protect the public from substandard care and

professional misconduct.

Continuances also create an undue burden on the busy

physicians participating in the peer review process. (Cf. Fox v. Kramer

(2000) 22 Ca1.4th 531,539-540 [explaining how Evidence Code section

1157 helps to avoid "'evidentiary burdens [that] could consume large

portions of the doctors' time to the prejudice of their medical practices

or personal endeavors and could cause many doctors to refuse to serve

on the [peer review] committees"'].) It is a disincentive for physicians

to serve on peer review committees, and physicians may terminate

their peer review services, if hearings are continued due to discovery

abuses that the hearing officer is powerless to sanction. But that could

be the result if the opinion in this case is allowed to stand.
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Dr. Gil Mileikowsky is an obstetrician and gynecologist who

specialized in infertility treatment. (West Hills HMC, supra, 154

Cal.App.4th at p. 757.) Dr. Mileikowsky practiced at Cedars-Sinai

Medical Center until his staff privileges there were summarily

suspended in 1998, and then revoked the next year, on grounds of

medical incompetence and malpractice that endangered the health and

safety of three patients. (5 CT 891-892, 894; 12 CT 2460.)

Dr. Mileikowsky also practiced at the Encino-Tarzana Regional Medical

Center, until it summarily suspended his staff privileges in 2000, and

then revoked his privileges in 2002, due to incompetent medical care

and various incidents of disruptive behavior that endangered patients.

(5 CT 893-899.) And he practiced at Century City Hospital, whose

medical staff curtailed his privileges and then recommended they be

revoked in 2000. (12 CT 2401-2419.)

Each time a hospital took ad verse action regarding

Dr. Mileikowsky's staff privileges it filed a summary report (an "80S

report") of that action with the Medical Board of California, the state

agency responsible for licensing and disciplining physicians. (5 CT

891-899; 12 CT 2401-2419, 2460-2461; see 5 CT 873-879; Bus. & Prof.

Code, § 80S, subds. (a)(7), (b), (c) & (e).)

Dr. Mileikowsky had gynecological privileges at West Hills

HMC. (West Hills HMC, supra, 154 Cal.App.4th at p. 757; 4 CT 664.)

Following his loss of privileges at Cedars-Sinai, Encino-Tarzana, and
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Century City hospitals, Dr. Mileikowsky applied for an extension of his

gynecology privileges and for additional obstetrical privileges at West

Hills HMC. (1 CT 52-55; see West Hills HMC, at pp. 757-758; 1 CT 98

110; 5 CT 914-922.)

In conducting its statutorily-required review of

Dr. Mileikowsky's application for privileges, the Medical Staff of West

Hills HMC obtained the summary 805 reports filed by other hospitals,

including Cedars-Sinai and Encino-Tarzana, and secured

Dr. Mileikowsky's written consent for those hospitals to release their

peer review documents to the West Hills Medical Staff. (See 1 CT 56

57, 94; 5 CT 873-876; 12 CT 2491; PFRH 4, fn. 5; see also PFRH 3-4, £n.

4.) When West Hills' Medical Staff asked Cedars-Sinai to release its

peer review documents, however, it refused to do so. (See 1 CT 92-93;

12 CT 2512; see also PFRH 4-5, fn.5; 1 CT 65-66 [in April 1999, counsel

for Cedars-Sinai had informed Dr. Mileikowsky's counsel tha tit would

not release its peer review documents to another hospital based on

Dr. Mileikowsky's written authorization because the patients' consents

also were required under Civil Code section 56.10 and because Cedars

Sinai feared waiving its Evidence Code section 1157 discovery

immunity], 87-88.)

The West Hills Medical Staff informed Dr. Mileikowsky of

Cedars-Sinai's refusal and said he was required under the Medical Staff

Bylaws and state law to provide the Medical Staff with copies of all

Cedars-Sinai peer review documents in his possession. (1 CT 80-81,

115-117;4 CT 693; 12 CT 2447-2448,2512; see 17 CT 3490; PFRH 3,5,19,
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fns. 3, 5:) Dr. Mileikowsky claimed that he was barred from producing

the documents by Evidence Code section 1157, which, under certain

circumstances, prohibits the discovery of peer review materials. (1 CT

87-88.)

In April 2002, the West Hills Medical Staff sent Dr. Mileikowsky

a letter informing him that his privileges application had been denied

based on "misrepresentation and/or omissions of information

contained in [Dr. Mileikowsky' s] reapplication for Medical Staff

membership, as well as [his] failure to persuade the Medical Staff by a

preponderance of the evidence of [his] qualifications for these

privileges."Y (1 CT 155-158; 12 CT 2540-2544; see West Hills HMC,

supra, 154 Cal.App.4th at p. 758; see also PFRH 5, fn. 5.)

When Dr. Mileikowsky appealed the Medical Staff's decision (1

CT 160-161; see West Hills HMC, supra, 154 Cal.App.4th at p. 758), West

Hills HMC appointed physicians to a Judicial Review Committee (JRC)

V The Medical Staff's letter informing Dr. Mileikowsky of the
denial of his application for staff privileges "stated that [he] had failed
to notify the Medical Staff that [his] privileges at Century City
Hospital had been terminated on November 7,2000. Next, while [Dr.
Mileikowsky's] application stated that he had voluntarily resigned
from the Encino-Tarzana Medical Center, documenta tion showed tha t

he had been summarily suspended on November 16, 2000. The letter
also detailed an incident in respondent Hospital when a patient
specifically requested that appellant not be allowed to see her, yet
appellant insisted on seeing her, and claimed he had obstetrical
privileges at the Hospital when that was not the case." (West Hills

HMC, supra, 154 Cal.App.4th at p. 758; see 12 CT 2540-2543.)
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(West Hills HMC, at p. 758). It also appointed attorney John Harwell to

serve as the JRC hearing officer. (Ibid.; 4 CT 690.)

Harwell wrote to Dr. Mileikowsky and the Medical Staff stating

that they should complete their exchange of documents within two

months. (See West Hills HMC, supra, 154 Cal.App.4th at p. 759.) The

next day, the Medical Staff wrote to Dr. Mileikowsky demanding that

he produce the Cedars-Sinai peer review documents in his possession,

and stating that the charges would be amended to include a failure-to

cooperate charge if the documents were not produced. (Ibid.; 2 CT 247

248; see also 2 CT 253 [second demand letter].) When Dr. Mileikowsky

failed to meet a document production deadline, the Medical Staff did

amend the charges to reflect Dr. Mileikowsky's failure to produce the

Cedars-Sinai peer review documents. (West Hills HMC, at p. 759 & fn.

2; 2 CT 257-259; 13 CT 2758-2760; see PFRH 8; see also 2 CT 253-254; 13

CT 2748.)

The months passed without Dr. Mileikowsky producing the

Cedars-Sinai documents, despite indications by him that he would do

so. (West Hills HMC, supra, 154 Cal.App.4th at pp. 759-760; 17 CT 3577

3579; see 2 CT 261-262; 13 CT 2762-2764.) Finally, after Harwell had

extended the date for the parties to exchange documents,

Dr. Mileikowsky asserted that he had already satisfied his document

production obligation by twice executing an authorization for Cedars

Sinai to release its peer review documents to West Hills HMC. (2 CT

277; 14 CT 2891; West Hills HMC, at p. 760; see 2 CT 265-266,268; 17 CT

3613-3620.) The Medical Staff responded that it was Dr. Mileikowsky's
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responsibility to produce the Cedars-Sinai documents in his possession

and it asked Harwell to dismiss Dr. Mileikowsky's appeal due to his

disregard for Harwell's discovery orders. (2 CT 313-314;17 CT 3598

3599; West Hills HMC, at p. 760.) The parties exchanged another 40

letters, with each side asking Harwell to enter terminating sanctions.

(SeeRB 13-14& fns. 12, 13.)

Harwell continued the hearing based on Dr. Mileikowsky's

refusal to produce the Cedars-Sinai peer review documents (17 CT

3611-3612), and again ordered Dr. Mileikowsky to provide those

documents to the Medical Staff (17 CT 3621-3636;West Hills HMC,

supra, 154 Cal.AppAth at pp. 760-761). He warned that if

Dr. Mileikowsky did not produce those peer review documents

"'terminating sanctions will be imposed./I' (West Hills HMC, atp. 761.)

Dr. Mileikowsky asked for and received yet another extension,

but still did not produce the documents by the new deadline despite a

new warning from Harwell that he would impose terminating

sanctions. (West Hills HMC, supra, 154Cal.AppAth at p. 761;see 17CT

3640.) Harwell then issued a 12-page order terminating the hearing.

(17CT 3489-3500;West Hills HMC, at pp. 761-762.)

Dr. Mileikowsky appealed the terminating order to the

Hospital's Governing Board, which appointed a committee to hear the

appeal. (West Hills HMC, supra, 154Cal.AppAth at p. 762.) Following

its committee's recommendation, the Governing Board rejected

Dr. Mileikowsky's argument that a hearing officer such as Harwell did

not have the power to order terminating sanctions, and instead
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adopted Harwell's terminating order as the final action of the

Governing Board. (Ibid.; 18 CT 3814-3817.)

Two years later, Dr. Mileikowsky filed a petition for writ of

mandate in the Superior Court challenging the Governing Board's

decision and seeking reinstatement of his staff privileges at West Hills

HMC and other related relief. (1 CT 8-46.) In July 2005, the trial court

entered judgment against Dr. Mileikowsky, rejecting his contention

that Harwell did not have the authority to issue terminating sanctions.

(19 CT 4057-4062; West Hills HMC, supra, 154 Cal.App.4th at pp. 762

763.) Dr. Mileikowsky filed a timely appeal. (19 CT 4080-4081.)

The Court of Appeal reversed the judgment, holding that

Harwell, as a hearing officer presiding over peer review proceedings,

had no power to terminate the hearing and that the only remedy

available to him for a party's discovery abuses and/or violation of

discovery orders was to further continue the hearing. (Mileikowsky v.

West Hills Hospital Medical Center (June 8, 2007, B186238)_ Cal.App.4th

_ [2007 WL 1652755, at pp. *5-*13].)

West Hills HMC and its Medical Staff petitioned for rehearing.

They argued that the Court of Appeal had misstated and omitted

ma terial facts concerning (a) the Medical Staff's determination that the

Cedars-Sinai peer review documents were critical to its assessment of

Dr. Mileikowsky's application for staff privileges, (b) the Medical

Staff's inability to secure from Cedars-Sinai any peer review documents

concerning its revocation of Dr. Mileikowsky's staff privileges, and (c)

the Governing Board's decision to deny Dr. Mileikowsky's application
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for staff privileges. They also asserted that the court had misstated the

law concerning (a) the hearing officer's authority to terminate the peer

review proceedings, (b) Dr. Mileikowsky's obligation to produce

documents under state law, and (c)the hospital's duty to review, in its

own peer review proceedings, the peer review documents concerning

an adverse staff privileges decision by another hospital.~

The Court of Appeal granted rehearing, and then filed a

modified opinion that reached the same result as its initial opinion.

(See West Hills HMC, supra, 154Cal.App.4th at pp. 763-779.)

'J/ Dr. Mileikowsky also petitioned for rehearing, arguing that the
Court of Appeal should have (1) directed the trial court to order
reinstatement of his staff privileges pending completion of all peer
review proceedings (no matter how many times he forces them to be
continued and despite his two-year delay in challenging the
termination); and (2)held that Harwell was disqualified from serving
as the hearing officer.
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LEGAL ARGUMENT

THIS COURT SHOULD GRANT REVIEW TO

RESOL VE THE EXPRESS CONFLICT CONCERNING

THE IMPORTANT ISSUE WHETHER HEARING

OFFICERS HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO TERMIN ATE

MEDICAL STAFF PEER REVIEW PROCEEDINGS.

A. The proper conduct of medical peer review proceedings

presents an important issue affecting the general public.

This is the quintessential case for Supreme Court review - a case

presenting an issue of statewide importance about which the Courts of

Appeal are in express disagreement.

The issue is whether a hearing officer presiding over a medical

peer review proceeding has the authority to terminate the proceeding.

(See ante, pp. 1-3; Cal. Rules of Court, rule 8.500(b)(1).) The Court of

Appeal here concluded a hearing officer does not have that power, a

holding the court acknowledged is directly at odds with the published

decision of another Court of Appeal in Tenet Healthsystem, supra, 128

Cal.App.4th at pages 560-561. (West Hills HMC, supra, 154 Cal.App.4th

at p. 772 [stating that the Court of Appeal must "respectfully part

company with the court in Tenet Healthsystem on the question whether

the hearing officer, acting on his or her own authority, can terminate a

[hospital peer review] hearing ... "].)
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Hospital peer review is critical to, and the legislatively chosen

method for, maintaining quality healthcare at every hospital in the

state. (See Arnett v. Dal Cielo, supra, 14 Ca1.4th at pp. 11-12; Kaiser

Foundation Hospitals v. Superior Court (2005) 128 Cal.App.4th 85,96-98;

Unnamed Physician v. Board of Trustees (2001) 93 Cal.App.4th 607,616

617; Bus. & Prof. Code, §§ 805, 809, 809.05, subd. (d).) "[T]he peer

review process serves the important social interest in public health and

safety by continually scrutinizing medical and health care operations

in order to correct any potential problems with procedure or staff

which might threaten the individual patient with disproportionate risk

of danger." (People v. Superior Court (Memorial Medical Center) (1991)

234 Cal.App.3d 363, 373 (Memorial Medical Center)[because the peer

review committee serves "as a quasi-public functionary, California law

has granted peer review committees immunity from liability for certain

actions arising from committee activities" (emphasis added)].)

B. This court should resolve the conflict in the Court of

Appeal decisions by holding that hearing officers have

the authority to terminate medical peer review

proceedings.

The quality of the informa tion that forms the basis of peer review

decisions is of paramount importance. "The maintenance of high

medical standards depends on the effectiveness of the oversight of such

committees, and thus on the accuracy of the information which the
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committees can obtain concerning the operations of the facility with

which they are affiliated." (Memorial Medical Center, supra, 234

Cal.App.3d at p. 373.)

For this reason, before a hospital extends staff privileges to a

physician, its medical staff must investigate in detail why that

physician's privileges at another hospital were restricted or revoked,

and that physician must cooperate with the medical staff's

investigation. (See Alexander v. Superior Court (1993)5 Ca1.4th1218,

1227 ['''it is essential that doctors seeking hospital privileges disclose

all pertinent information to the committee''']; Oskooi v. Fountain Valley

Regional Hospital (1996)42 Cal.AppAth 233,244 [lilt was [Dr.]Oskooi's

obligation to provide the Hospital with the requested information. The

Hospital had no duty to search for it, but once it was put on notice, it

had a continuing duty to evaluate its physicians for public safety"];

Webman v. Little Co. of Mary Hospital (1995)39 Cal.App.4th 592, 600 [a

"'hospital which closes its eyes to questionable competence and

resolves all doubts in favor of the doctor does so at the peril of the

public"']; Bell v. Sharp Cabrillo Hospital (1989) 212 Cal.App.3d 1034,

1048; Bus. & Prof. Code, § 805.5, subd. (a); see also Oskooi, at pp.

248-249(Sills,P.J., concurring).)

Both a physician contesting a denial of staff privileges and the

medical staff supporting that decision have an express statutory right

to inspect and copy documents relevant to the peer review proceedings

that are in the possession or control of the other party. (Bus. & Prof.

Code, § 809.2,subd. (d) [liThe licentiate shall have the right to inspect
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and copy at the licentiate's expense any documentary information

relevant to the charges which the peer review body has in its

possession or under its control, as soon as practicable after the receipt

of the licentiate's request for a hearing. The peer review body shall

have the right to inspect and copy at the peer review body's expense

any documentary information relevant to the charges which the

licentiate has in his or her possession or control as soon as practicable

after receipt of the peer review body's request"]; Tenet Healthsystem,

supra, 128Cal.AppAth at p. 558.)

A physician typically has copies of all documents from medical

peer review proceedings resulting in a restriction or revocation of his

hospital privileges. However, another hospital's medical staff wishing

to review those same peer review documents may need to seek them

directly from the physician whose application for privileges it is

assessing, because it has no power to issue subpoenas compelling other

hospitals to produce them and the hospitals where the prior peer

review actions took place may refuse to produce them - as happened

here. (See Bus. & Prof. Code, § 809.2, subd. (d); Tenet Healthsystem,

supra, 128Cal.AppAth at p. 558;see also Civ. Code, § 56.10 [requiring

patient consent to disclosure of medical information under certain

circumstances]; Evid. Code, § 1157 [barring discovery of peer review

materials under certain circumstances].)

When the Medical Staff requests peer review documents from a

physician contesting the denial of privileges, and the physician refuses

to produce the documents, the hearing officer is authorized to continue
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the proceeding and take other just measures necessary to protect the

peer review process. "The failure by either party to provide access to

[documentary information relevant to the charges] at least 30 days

before the hearing shall constitute good cause for a continuance ....

The arbitrator or presiding officer shall consider and rule upon any

request for access to information, and may impose any safeguards the

protection of the peer review process and justice requires." (Bus. &

Prof. Code, § 809.2, subd. (d); see Tenet Healthsystem, supra, 128

Cal.App.4th at p. 558.)

As the Court of Appeal in Tenet Healthsystem correctly held,

"[t]he hearing officer's conclusion that he had the power to suspend the

hearing based on the conduct of the practitioner is in line with the

relevant statutes and the Bylaws as interpreted by the appellate review

body. His decision that the rules permit termination of a hearing when

the practitioner is repeatedly disruptive, disdainful of the hearing

officer's authority, and flagrantly violates the rules pertaining to

discovery and documentary exhibits was not' clearly erroneous' or

'unreasonable,' and was affirmed by the appellate review body."

(Tenet Healthsystem, supra, 128Cal.App.4th at p. 560.)

The Tenet Healthsystem court reasoned that, "[i]n order to ensure

that the hearings mandated by the Business and Professions Code

proceed in an orderly fashion, hearing officers must have the power to

control the parties and prevent deliberately disruptive and delaying

tactics. The power to dismiss an action and terminate the proceedings

17



IS an important tool that should not be denied them." (Tenet

Healthsystem, supra, 128Cal.App.4th at p. 561.)

The Court of Appeal in West Hills HMC, supra, 154Cal.App.4th

752, disagreed. It reasoned that a hearing officer could not have

authority to terminate the peer review proceeding because he is not the

trier of fact and is not entitled to a vote on the merits of the staff

privileges decision. (ld. at pp. 764-765,772 ["allowing the hearing

officer to prematurely terminate a hearing stands section 809.2[,]

[subdivision] (b)[,] on its head since this empowers the hearing officer

not only to effectively vote on the merits, it also makes the hearing

officer the sole master of that decision. We do not think that this result

squares with the express provision of section 809.2[,] [subdivision]

(b)[,] that the hearing officer 'shall not be entitled to vote"']; see Bus. &

Prof. Code, § 809.2,subds. (a) & (b).)

The court's reasoning is faulty. The situation is no different than

a judge issuing terminating sanctions for discovery abuses in a case

that would otherwise be decided by a jury. Thus, the fact the hearing

officer is not a trier of fact regarding the merits of the privileges

application should not disable the officer from ruling on the

appropriate response to a party's flagrant disregard of the peer review

process.

The West Hills HMC court also reasoned that, under the pertinent

statute, the hearing officer's sole remedy for controlling discovery

abuses was to continue the hearing. (West Hills HMC, supra, 154

Cal.App.4th at p. 767;see Bus. & Prof. Code, § 809.2, subd. (d) ["The
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failure by either party to provide access to this information at least 30

days before the hearing shall constitute good cause for a

continuance"].) The court misinterpreted the pertinent statute.

The statute establishes that a party's failure to produce relevant

evidence to the other side is "good cause for a continuance." But the

statute does not provide that a continuance is the only action a hearing

officer can take and that the hearing officer is thus powerless to do

anything except repeatedly continue the peer review proceeding when,

as here, a party steadfastly refuses to produce highly relevant

documents in his possession. Such a result makes little sense and

thwarts the Legislature's express goals of protecting the public from

"those healing arts practitioners who provide substandard care or who

engage in professional misconduct" and of affording that protection

through a "peer review of professional health care services [that is]

done efficiently .... " 1/ (Bus. & Prof. Code, § 809, subd. (a)(6) & (a)(7),

emphasis added.)

1/ Peer review committee members are physicians whose time is

precious. (See Bus. & Prof. Code, §§ 805, subd. (a), 809.05; Fox v.

Kramer, supra, 22 Cal.4th at pp. 539-540.) In order for the peer review

process to function properly, "it is crucial the committees be made up
of health care professionals of the highest possible qualifications."
(Memorial Medical Center, supra, 234 Cal.App.3d at p. 373.) It is
therefore critical for peer review to be conducted expeditiously, both
to protect the public against incompetent physicians and to avoid
placing an undue burden on the physicians who serve on peer review
committees. (See Fox v. Kramer, at pp. 539-540.)
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Indeed, in addition to authorizing the hearing officer to continue

the hearing based on discovery abuses, the pertinent statute further

provides that the hearing officer "shall consider and rule upon any

request for access to information, and may impose any safeguards the

protection of the peer review process and justice requires." (Bus. & Prof.

Code, §809.2,subd. (d), emphasis added; see Tenet Healthsystem, supra,

128 Cal.App.4th at p. 558.) The West Hills HMC court held that this

provision merely authorized the hearing officer to fashion protective

orders that preserved the confidentiality of any private information

that was the subject of discovery. (West Hills HMC supra, 154

Cal.App.4th at pp. 767-768.) The court once again misinterpreted the

statute.

By its terms, Business and Professions Code section 809.2,

subdivision (d), authorizes the hearing officer to "impose any safeguards

the protection of the peer review process and justice requires." (Emphasis

added.) The Legislature's choice of this broadly-worded language,

coupled with the Legislature's expressed desire for peer review to be

conducted efficiently in order to protect the public from substandard

care and professional misconduct, cannot be reconciled with the West

Hills HMC court's narrow construction of the statute. Protection of the

peer review process is not limited to safeguarding privacy rights with

respect to medical information, which is already protected from public

disclosure by a variety of state and federal laws. (E.g., Civ. Code, §

56.10,subd. (a); Evid. Code, § 1157;42 U.s.C.A. § 1320d-2 [HIPPA].) It

therefore makes little sense to judicially restrict section 809.2,
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subdivision (d), to protecting the confidentiality of private medical

information when the Legislature has expansively authorized the

hearing officer to safeguard the entire peer review process and to

assure that process meets the requirements of justice.

In sum, here as in Tenet Healthsystem, the "hearing officer could

not disregard Dr. Mileikowsky's disdain for his authority forever. Nor

could he permit Dr. Mileikowsky to continue to unnecessarily prolong

the proceedings. The Hospital was entitled to closure, and the Hearing

Committee members were entitled to get on with their lives." (Tenet

Healthsystem, supra, 128 Cal.AppAth at p. 566.) The West Hills HMC

court's contrary conclusion is wrong, and has given physicians whose

conduct is under review the means to disable the peer review process

from protecting the public from substandard care and professional

misconduct.
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CONCLUSION

For the above reasons, this court should grant review and

reverse the Court of Appeal's judgment.
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